
Tools Needed:
• Needle Nose Pliers

1. Remove factory gas pedal from arm by locating spring on the back of 
the gas pedal and depressing spring towards back of pedal and
unhooking to release the tension.

2. Push pivot pin out and remove pedal from arm.

3. Prepare replacement gas pedal for installation by installing a c-clip on 
one end of the pivot shaft. Insert pivot shaft through pedal 1/4 of the way.

4. Install spring with hook facing down, towards the bottom of the pedal.

5. Align and push the pivot shaft through the gas pedal arm and pedal. 

6. Pull the hook end of the spring pedal up and over the gas pedal arm, 
catch hook on arm. Pedal should now be under tension. 

7. Install C-clip in groove to complete installation. Test pedal for
proper operation.
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